TACO OPTIONS
(INCLUDES AT LEAST 4 TACOS PER PERSON)

- extra-juicy CHICKEN
- savory STEAK
- sexy, crispy SHRIMP
- country butta’ SHRIMP
- awesome AF ASPARAGUS
- sweet, poppin’ POTATO

Custom Taco Options Available

SIDES
(SERVED INDIVIDUALLY OR HALF PAN)

- garlic cilantro-lime RICE
- seasoned BEANS
- elote-TAY CORN
- southwest SOUL SALAD
- GUAC + CHIPS
- PICO + CHIPS

PRICING
(EACH TACO OPTION OR SIDE COUNTS AS 1 PICK)

- Pick 1 $9/pp
- Pick 2 $10/pp
- Pick 3 $12/pp
- Pick 4 $13/pp
- Pick 5 $15/pp
- Additional Picks $1.50/pp

NOTES:

- All tacos are served deconstructed with tortillas, secret salsa, cilantro, cotija cheese, hot sauce, and Maya’s slaw.

- All KICKBACK CATERING options include a 20% service fee + orders for 10+ guests come with metal chafing racks and stereo heaters.

WWW.TAYLORSTACOSCHCAGO.COM
773.615.0947
**CATERING PACKAGES**

15 - 24 GUESTS $275  
Two taco options + 75 tortillas + toppings

25 - 49 GUESTS $350  
Two taco options + 150 tortillas + toppings

50 - 74 GUESTS $425  
Two Taco Options + 225 tortillas + toppings

75 - 99 GUESTS $500  
Three taco options + 300 tortillas + toppings

100+ GUESTS $/PP  
See special events menu!

**TACO OPTIONS**

- EXTRA-JUICY CHICKEN
- SAVORY STEAK
- AWESOME AF ASPARAGUS**
- SEXY, CRISPY SHRIMP**
- COUNTRY BUTTA' SHRIMP**
- SWEET, POPPIN' POTATO
- AGAVE MUSTARD FISH
- SLAMMIN' SALMON**
- SMOKE-AYE AL PASTOR
- BANGIN' BEEF
- WESTSIDE GROUND TURKEY
- THE BRAKALI
- PRETTY PORTABELLA**
- THE GUACO**
- THE STREET
- THE OBAMA**

Taylor's Tacos come deconstructed with tortillas, secret salsa, cilantro, cotija cheese, lime, hot sauce, and Maya's purple slaw*.  

**SIDES**

- GARLIC CILANTRO LIME RICE  
- SEASONED BEANS
- GUAC + CHIPS
- PICO + CHIPS
- SOUTHWEST SOUL SALAD
- MAYA'S CEVICHE**
- ELOTAY CORN

- $35 - small (feeds 25 - 30 guests)  
- $70 - large (feeds 50 - 60 guests)

**ADD-ONS**

- NACHO BAR $150  
  Meat/Veggie Option + Chips + Xtra Toppings

- "ELO-TAY" CORN BAR $75  
  Corn + Elote Mix + Cotija Cheese + Chili Powder

- ADDITIONAL TACO OPTION $75  
  Deep 1/2 Pan

- PICK-UP $0
- DELIVERY AND COMPLIMENTARY CATERING SET UP 20%
- LIVE SERVICE $350 FOR 2 HRS

**CATERING MENU**

CALL US 773-615-0947  
WWW.TAYLORSTACOSCHICAGO.COM
TACO OPTIONS
THEY WILL GIVE YOU SOMETHING TO TACO 'BOUT.

EXTRA-JUICY CHICKEN
SAVORY STEAK
AWESOME AF ASPARAGUS*
SEXY, CRISPY SHRIMP*
COUNTRY BUTTA' SHRIMP*
SWEET, POPPIN' POTATO
AGAVE MUSTARD FISH
SYLVIA'S SOUL BATTERED FISH
SLAMMIN' SALMON*
THE OBAMA*
THE SPICY STREET
PRETTY PORTABELLA*
BANGIN' BEEF
WEST SIDE GROUND TURKEY
SPICE-AYE AL PASTOR
THE GUACO*
THE BRAKALI
THE SAVORY STEAK 'N EGGER
THE BREAKFAST

- may incur extra charge